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Clinical Relevance
The coronary arteries have been regarded as end-arteries for a long 

time. Functionally, they are end-arteries in most cases indeed. However, 
there are interconnecting collateral channels between the large epicardial 
arteries which are sufficient to prevent myocardial ischemia during an 
acute vessel occlusion in about 1/4 to 1/3 of patients [1]. There are even 
very impressive rare examples of patients with left main artery occlusions 
who never had a myocardial infarction and who have very mild symptoms 
[2]. Despite such anecdotes which clearly illustrate the importance of the 
collateral circulation in human in some extreme situations, the overall 
relevance of collaterals is still not very clear. Even a very recent large study 
failed to show a clear clinical benefit of collaterals [3]. However, this study 
had some limitations and pooling the results of all currently available 
data on this topic clearly shows an association between the degree of 
collateralization and survival [4]. This meta-analysis included a total of 12 
studies enrolling 6529 patients. Patients with a well developed collateral 
network had a 36% reduced mortality risk. One potential mechanism 
is the protective effect of the collateral circulation on the repolarization 
during an acute occlusion of a main coronary artery which usually puts 
the patient at risk for dangerous ventricular arrhythmias [5]. 

On the other hand, collaterals are clearly associated with an increased 
risk for restenosis after a coronary revascularization [6]. It is not clear 
whether this association is causal or whether they are simply a marker of 
more advanced and aggressive disease.

Regardless, the coronary collateral circulation seems to have a major 
clinical impact and unfortunately, only a minority of patients have 
sufficient collaterals to maintain sufficient myocardial perfusion during 
an abrupt occlusion of a coronary artery. 

Therapeutic Implications
The key question is whether we can improve the coronary collateral 

circulation in human. Multiple studies in animals have demonstrated that 
collaterals can be improved with therapeutics. However, the translation 
to clinical application has failed in most cases. However, a few proof-
of-concept studies have shown promising results, for example with the 
glycoprotein granulocyte colony stimulating factor G-CSF [7]. 

It is important to understand the mechanism of collateral growth. 
The mechanism is called arteriogenesis which differs from angiogenesis. 
The letter means a sprouting of de-novo capillaries while arteriogenesis 
describes a process of remodeling of pre-existing interconnecting 
arteries. The trigger for the two processes differs, while angiogenesis is 
induced by hypoxia, arteriogenesis is induced by fluid shear stress on the 
endothelial cells. In arteriogenesis, monocytes play a pivotal role. The 
main role is probably paracrine; they release chemokines, growth factors 
and proteases which are involved in vascular growth.

Therefore, new therapies need to consider these mechanisms. 
Monocytes are potential targets, as illustrated by effect of G-CSF [7]. 
Another option is to influence the shear stress on endothelial cells. This 
has actually been tested successfully in a first small trial. Shear stress 

was increased via external counter pulsation. The collateral function 
significantly improved with this treatment [8].

The therapeutic stimulation of the human collateral circulation is still 
at an early stage but hopefully, ongoing and future research will hopefully 
help to improve our understanding of arteriogenesis and to specifically 
target this process therapeutically in order to improve patients outcomes 
[9].
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